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String Quartet in D Minor, K. 421                                                              Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
                                                                                                                                               (1756-1791) 
 Mozart was so impressed with Haydn’s Op. 33 quartets that he undertook the composition 
of six string quartets (K. 387, 421, 428, 458, 464, and 465), which he dedicated to his hero. He 
sent them to Haydn on September 1, 1785 with a letter, addressed to “My dear friend Haydn,” 
referring to them as his “sons.” After hearing the quartets, Haydn made his famous comment to 
Mozart’s father, quoted in a letter from Leopold Mozart to Maria Anna Mozart in 1785, saying 
that he considered Mozart the greatest composer known to him.   
 Mozart’s bow to Haydn in the six quartets he dedicated to him reveals much about the 
genius of both Haydn and Mozart as well as the complexity of the string quartet form itself. 
Essential to Mozart’s admiration of Haydn’s quartets was the older composer’s integration of 
musical ideas that extended far beyond simple sonata form and his equal treatment of all four 
instruments. Mozart, in turn, took these principles and applied his own singular genius to them. 
Thus we have, in Mozart, the building of melodies from kernel phrases followed by the 
expansion and reintegration of them in ways far more complex than any composer had done 
before. This concept would lead to Beethoven’s highly developed use of the motto in his great 
canon of string quartets and even to what Arnold Schoenberg would call the “developing 
variation” in Brahms. Nor let us omit the ultimate effects on Bartók and Shostakovich. In other 
words, what Mozart recognized in Haydn and recreated in his own way was essential to the 
development of Western music, and specifically the string quartet, from the 18th century to the 
present and presumably beyond.  
 That Mozart, by his own admission, struggled with the string quartet form is not evident in 
his six quartets dedicated to Haydn. The first three were composed between December 1782 
and July 1783 and the second three, including the D Minor we hear on this program, between 
November 1784 and January 1785. 
 History tells us that Mozart’s wife Constanze insisted that the D Minor Quartet was inspired 
by her confinement with the birth of their child Raimund Leopold who would die two months 
later. Apparently, she even sang the labor-pain passages to Vincent and Mary Novello as a 
resource for Vincent’s biography of Mozart. Historical implications aside, the D Minor Quartet is 
fraught with a complex melancholy sometimes associated with Mozart’s compositions in G 
minor, his so-called “key of fate.”  We are thrust into this melancholy with the downward 
octave leap that becomes the motto of the first movement. The ominous gives way to virtuosic 
display in the highly developed part writing before the opening motto returns with its dark 
mood. A four-note rising figure in the second movement Andante leads to emotionally charged 
harmonic shifts from major to minor that retain the darkness of the work. There is little relief 
even in the following Minuetto with its unusually strong opening in D minor and its nervous 
dotted rhythms. The darker voice of the viola reigns in the variations of the Allegretto ma non 
troppo. While the D Minor Quartet ends in a major key, the melancholy and even pathos are 
not dispelled in this great and moving work.  



 
String Quartet in G Minor                                                                                                Claude Debussy 
                                                                                                                                                     (1862-1918) 

Claude Debussy established a new direction in music which put Impressionism on the 
musical map. Despite that association with the famous movement in painting, it is important to 
note that Debussy saw himself more as Symbolist than Impressionist and was as much 
influenced by the Symbolist poets as Impressionist painters. The significant point remains, 
however, that Debussy represented a daring departure. “Any sounds in any combination and in 
any succession are henceforth free to be used in a musical continuity,” he is quoted as having 
said in John Cage’s 1961 Silence: Lectures and Writings (Wesleyan University Press). Yet this 
statement should not lead us to think that Debussy lacked form in his composition. Quite to the 
contrary, his music reflects a thorough understanding of Classical form even if its actual sound 
suggests new concepts. While most of musical Europe was dividing its loyalties between 
Brahms and Wagner and focusing attention on the emergence of the Second Viennese School, 
Debussy, along with Ravel, took an entirely new direction in French music that transcended 
those situations. While we assign the name “Impressionism” to that direction, we should 
understand that the term is a reference to a new sense of harmony and color in music rather 
than a total disregard of Classical form. Nor is Impressionism in music one and the same idea as 
it is in painting. If we are having a hard time defining it in regard to Debussy, it is because the 
composer himself eluded classification with the exception that he wished to be understood as 
French. That, of course, introduces the question of national identity in music, another elusive 
subject.  
 Debussy’s G Minor Quartet represents a daring departure from standard string quartet 
writing. Melody becomes secondary to tone colors, and constantly shifting harmonies break all 
the rules. Because of this, the work stands as a model for 20th century quartet composers, 
namely Webern and Bartók. 
 Any thoughts of watery Impressionism are dispelled in the first movement with its 
ferocious opening statement, the motto for the entire quartet. Debussy offers it in many guises 
resulting in great harmonic and melodic richness. Most noticeable in this movement is the 
repeated pattern of rising tension and release, each time more dramatic before the climactic 
end.  
 In the starkly contrasting second movement, the viola presents an ostinato version of the 
motto while the other instruments give a brilliant pizzicato show. The cello then offers 
accompaniment to the first violin’s further explorations of the motto. All ends quietly. 
 The only consolations to sadness in the elegiac third movement are beauty and a 
passionate tenderness. Both the viola and cello offer exquisite solos but at no cost to the 
collaborative quality of the movement with its dramatic unison passages. This movement, too, 
ends quietly after a return to the opening melody. 
 The ominous last movement brightens momentarily but grows dark again. The motto 
reappears in fugue form. New themes are developed and then offered as accompaniment for 
the motto. Once again stark unison playing is contrasted against richly textured passages. An 
elaborate exploration leads to a breathtaking conclusion. 
 The work was premiered by the Ysaÿe Quartet in Paris on December 29, 1893. 
 
 



String Octet in E-flat Major, Op. 20                                                                          Felix Mendelssohn 
                                                                                                                                                      (1809-1847) 

Mendelssohn’s few critics suggest that he missed the mark of greatness because of his 
birthright as a member of the wealthy bourgeoisie. That Mendelssohn was free of the 
impoverishment so often associated with musical careers and that he wore his genius lightly 
should not obscure his greatness. It would seem a harsh sentence for a composer whose 
particular talent is unmatched, so much so that Robert Schumann, in an 1840 edition of Neue 
Zeitschrift, called him the “Mozart of the 19th century.”   

Yet it was Beethoven that Mendelssohn most admired. He even expressed a concern to his 
composition teacher, Carl Freidrich Zelter, that he might be perceived as an imitator of the 
earlier master. Such was not the case with Mendelssohn who carried on the tradition of great 
music in his own way. By the time he was twenty, he would conduct the first performance of St. 
Matthew’s Passion since Bach’s death in 1750 as well as compose his famous Octet, the first 
two of his six great string quartets, the overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and the first 
of the two string quintets that would punctuate the beginning and end of his career.  

Anti-Semitic trends already evident in the mid-19th century, including Wagner’s notorious 
essay, Judaism in Music, limited the spread of Mendelssohn’s music, and the Nazi era 
completely suppressed it. His memorial in Leipzig was destroyed in 1936 by the Fascists. 
Fortunately today his music has been restored to its rightfully high place in history. In his 
impressive book, The Romantic Generation, Charles Rosen calls Mendelssohn “the greatest 
child prodigy the history of Western music has ever known.” Liszt compared him to Bach.   
 There is nothing in Mendelssohn’s famous Octet that suggests the work of a sixteen-year-
old. Yet by that age Mendelssohn had miraculously achieved the originality, freshness, 
Romanticism, and compositional maturity that infuse the Octet. Mendelssohn considered it the 
favorite of all his works. “I had a most wonderful time in the writing of it,” he commented. That 
genius should sit so easily on a sixteen-year-old is a musical wonder surpassing even the early 
accomplishments of Mozart and Schubert.  
 The ease and joy with which the Octet was written, however, should not obscure its 
brilliant compositional technique or the virtuosic demands it makes on the performers. While 
Mendelssohn’s chamber music outpouring—the wonderful string quartets and piano trios in 
particular—are some of his greatest achievements, this work is powerfully orchestral in its 
effect, evidenced most clearly by the concerto-like demands on the first violin.  
 The vigorous first movement is contrasted by the touching Andante before we are thrown 
into the famous Scherzo. It has been said that Mendelssohn wrote the Scherzo on one try 
without corrections, a plausible assumption indicated by its freshness, originality, and 
inventiveness. Inspired by the “Walpurgis-Nacht” of Goethe’s Faust and played staccato and 
pianissimo from start to finish, the movement is the breathtaking jewel of the work. The 
unmitigated joyfulness of the Octet concludes with a fugue which is yet another tribute to 
Mendelssohn’s compositional genius. Hitler suppressed Mendelssohn’s music in the dark days 
of World War II, but musicologist Alfred Einstein chose to resurrect it in his important 
publication of 1941, Greatness in Music. 
 Written in 1825 for one of the weekly Sunday morning musicales in Mendelssohn’s lavish 
home, the Octet remains today a consummate treasure of the chamber repertoire.   
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